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In 2014, LEGO City took us on their first out of town Adventure visiting the Arctic for the first time.
We also saw some new CITY Train sets that year. After some standard Heartlake city and farm

adventures, the girls went of on a jungle safari in the second half of the year. Meanwhile, LEGO Star
Wars expanded their range this year introducing the Microfighters sets: a chance for kids to get a

build, with a minifigure, for a pocket money price. Sets from the new Disney XD Series REBELS were
also introduced this year, along with an invigorated range of sets from The Clone Wars. We also saw

the release of the LEGO Movie, along with a fun range of extremelycreative sets, many either
mashing up concepts, or being just plain bonkers. And then there was the Spaceship Spaceship!

SPACESHIP! In 2015, LEGO City gave us the Swamp police, as well as another spaceport. The LEGO
City Exploration theme started last year in Arctic was followed up with the introduction of Deep sea
Explorers, a sub theme that will return in 2020. LEGO Friends introduced their first Hair Salon, while
adding a Pop Star Diva to their lineup in the second half year. We were also introduced to the Grand
Hotel first seen in the animated series, this was one of the most impressive Friends sets to date. Star
Wars was expanded throught the addition of sets from the Force Awakens the long awaited first film

from the sequel trilogy. LEGO Star Wars, since Lucasfilm was sold to Disney has grown year after
year. With the Skywalker trilogy complete, I would hope that we can continue to see sets related to

Rebels and clone wars, as well as unexplored aspects of the existing films. We know there are a
number of series forthcoming from Disney, for their streaming Service Disney plus. the Mandalorian

has been a remarkable success. Will they bew able to follow up on this with The Bad Batch, The Book
of Boba Fett, Rangers of the new Republic and Star Wars: Ahsoka 5ec8ef588b
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